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About This Game

2 sides, 8 nations, and one battlefield: Europe!
Wargame: European Escalation is an intense and spectacular Real Time Strategy game, where realism and strategy are brought

to the front lines.
With a phenomenal range of vehicles and units (over 350 different models), build your army and enter a huge military campaign

across Europe of the 80's, as the Cold War is about to become World War 3.
With the powerful IRISZOOM ™, Wargame offers breathtaking graphics and battles as spectacular as they are strategic.

Prepare to bring hundreds of units of all kinds--tanks, helicopters, squad Infantry, etc.--under your command in intense battles
on gigantic maps stretching up to 60 square miles!

Online service EugenNet© provides a full multiplayer experience with creation of clans, organizing games, and world rankings
where up to 8 players can compete simultaneously in massive battles involving hundreds of units!
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The sad thing is, this 'template' (yes, not even a full game or even a demo - see in game menu start screen below title - not sure
how they got pass it Steam) could have been a good game comaparable to the old 80's and 90's beat 'em ups like 'Double
dragon', if it was COMPLETED. Very sad, not recommended, not even as part of bundle (the way I got it). If this game was air,
it would be Los Angels on a smog filled working day. Avoid. 1/10. you cant buy more of them. but otherwise good stuff.. The
game is unpopular, and in vain. The game is worthy of your attention. It reminds me of the former exclusive "ZombiU". An
accurate explore of the city in search of loot. You listen, you slowly move forward, you look around. I admit that the first time I
did not appreciate the game and missed it, having spent a little time on it and not even realizing that this game is about stealth.
But when I sat down to play a second time, it was 2 hours before the first death in the game, and only after that I paused. I think
that the pace of the game is similar to "ZombiU" is very suitable for the game about zombies. A fragile hero, a lot of loot, a lot
of zombies. Basingstoke is a good zombie game.. So ♥♥♥♥ing buggy.... Ok, this is an old game, but at its time it was lots of
fun to play. Actually, I did not understand, why it did not rank much higher. It is a solid game which makes lots of fun. I played
it through several times and that is pretty unusual for me.. Despite early access, this is a charming little game that blends XCOM
and FTL mechanics. Obviously there's a lot of development to be done on it yet but the dev seems to be very keen to keep the
process moving.. While the route looks great the provided trains have poor functionality which ruins the experience of the route.
While an older game it is still a good game that once you get the hang of, it is quite addicting. Game: They only married you for
the crown.

Me: How rude!

Would be insulted again.
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Great game but the combat. Unfortunetly for me the combat is the most important part :(. Oh and the reason I dont like is your
hero is way too slow. Dodge + 1 sword hit ( thats if you land it before the ennemy super fast strike you) and your out of stamina
and back peddling for the next 5-6sec.. So this is a rather short VN each run through lasting about thirty minutes to an hour. I
found the voice acting cring worthy and the use of profanity distastful. While I really enjoy the premise, I think I'll do my best
to forget this VN until a better author writes it.. 1. This game is for all intents and purposes, the mature version of dotHACK.

2. Combat is 3D for real as in flying+ground combat and no "combat areas" it is completely seamless.

3. Fan Service. ( ͡^ ͜ʖ ͡^) ( ͡^ ͜ʖ ͡^) ( ͡^ ͜ʖ ͡^) ( ͡^ ͜ʖ ͡^). Adds three cars, one of which is actually my favorite in the game...so, for me,
picking up the DLC was great! However, it isn't really going to be worth it for most people since the game doesn't really offer a
lot of content and the DLC doesn't add any either. I'd only recommend picking up the DLC if you really love the game and
dump a lot of time into it, so a couple of extra cars to play around with can add to the fun...otherwise, the cars in the main game
do just fine.. As it is, it's a fun little detective game, however it does suffer from some later grammer errors and what's
interesting is the outcome can change, depending on who you talk to at what point during the game. I feel that the developer did
pour their heart into it, however it still suffers a few problems and was clearly a mobile game, with certain areas asking you to
tap, despite using a mouse and keyboard.

It's certainly fun for what it is, especially with different outcomes that can happen, depending who you accuse and how closely
you look at the evidence.. MORE TOPPINGS
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